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As a reminder, STRUCTURE is a Bayes inference to find the best association of an individual to a cluster 
based on distance matrices and MCMC iterations. Goal: assign individuals to K# of clusters using a 
clustering algorithm. You may have problems determining how many K clusters your dataset best groups 
in to. Therefore you can take your output from STRUCTURE and upload to the online Structure Harvester 
which implements the Evanno method. This increases your confidence in selecting K. This will give you 
indiv.files and pop.files to use in CLUMPP (You must click ‘putative population location’ in STRUCTURE to 
get popfiles which are required for distruct).You can take your STRUCTURE output or Harvester (which is 
what this protocol uses) into CLUMPP which will minimize the variance across all the iterations of the 
selected K value. STRUCTURE outputs a distance matrix of membership coefficients for each member (ie 
the log likelihood of that member to be in each cluster) using a clustering method. You may get different 
results with each iteration you run, even for the same K. (Remember the clustering algorithm is a 
stochastic process). CLUMPP looks at the variation between replicate cluster results for a selected K and 
minimizes it using one of three possible algorithms. It takes as input the multiple clustering results (ie all 
your runs from STRUCTURE) and outputs permuted matrices. Then take your CLUMPP output into 
distruct and you can make nicer images.  
 

1. Zip up your results folder from your STRUCTURE runs. Open up Google Chrome and navigate to 
Structure Harvester (it is bookmarked).  

2. Upload your zipped results folder and click harvest. 
3. Select the lowest K with the lowest variance and highest likelihood. (for our demo it is a K of 4 

for FGB dataset) 
4. Copy the .indfile and .popfile of the selected K into the CLUMPP folder with the executable on 

the desktop.  
5. Modify the paramfiles in Notepad++ as it fits your data. (For small datasets run the FULLSEARCH 

algorithm to guarantee finding the optimal permuted matrices which searches exhaustively all 
pairwise. For larger datasets you may want to run the Greedy algorithm which uses a greedy 
approach to compare replicate clusters but will not look at ALL possibilities. For clusters greater 
than 15 (ie K>15) you may want to use LargeKGreedy. Refer to CLUMPP manual for more 
direction. For the demo file we will change paramfile to be K=4, C (# individuals or pops) = 174 
or 4, R (replicates) = 5. The data files and param files MUST be in the same folder unless you run 
command line and specify edgewise.  

6. Your screen output tells you the permutations that gave the optimal results and an H value. 
Refer to the manual for the exact equation but H stands for average pairwise similarity so the 
higher the better! G is the number of permutations that maximizes similarity over all 
permutations. Main goal of CLUMPP is to maximize the measure of similarity of Q number of 
matrices over R# of replicates.   

7. In the CLUMPP folder you will see outfiles now(however you stated in the paramfile to label 
them). I run CLUMPP with popfile (ie datatype=0 and label outfiles something_pop.outfile, then 
go back and run datatype=1 for individuals and label outfiles something_ind.outfile). If you 
selected in your paramfile to output each permutation to a different file you will have an outfile 
for each permutation. For the demo we will take outfiles for both datatypes (population and 
individual) and copy these into the distruct folder on the desktop. 

DISTRUCT 
8. Again all data files must be in same folder as distruct executable unless you run command line 

and specify edgewise.  



9. Distruct requires a popq, and drawparams file as minimums, with an optional indivq. You can 
additionally modify permutation files for colors or specify these in the drawparams. You have 
copied your two outfiles from CLUMPP. Save these with the filenames .popq and .indivq 
accordingly. 

10. Edit the drawparams to fit your dataset. For demo, k=4, populations = 4, individuals =174. You 
can change the name of the outfile postscript here. Specify the names of the .popq and .indivq 
files here. You can also select your color schema from colorbrewer. Refer to distruct manual for 
color schemas. You can also change the rotation of the labels, sizes, etc.  

11. Create files to make your labels. The examples included when you download distruct are called 
casia.names and casia.languages. For the demo I leave the .names and .languages extensions 
and use labels below and above the figure to denote locality and species respectively. Follow the 
format from the demo or examples with distruct for guidance. 

12. Double click the executable and look in the distruct folder. You will see a postscript (.ps) file. If 
this file is empty you need to edit something in your drawparams folder. If you were successful 
you can use the bookmarked online converter to convert the postscript to a pdf. Then you can 
keep editing your figure until you are content and save the pdf! CONGRATS you now have a 
colorful pdf for publications! 

 
 
As always, feel free to contact me if you want help or anything comes up! 
Biz Green 
ewindmeyer@gmail.com 


